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Abstract—Most automatic scoring systems use pattern based that requires a lot of hard and tedious work. These systems work in a supervised manner where predefined patterns and scoring rules are generated. This paper presents a different unsupervised approach which deals with students’ answers holistically using text to text similarity. Different String-based and Corpus-based similarity measures were tested separately and then combined to achieve a maximum correlation value of 0.504. The achieved correlation is the best value achieved for unsupervised approach Bag of Words (BOW) when compared to previous work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Educational community is growing endlessly with a growing number of students, curriculums and exams. Such a growing community raised the need for scoring systems that ease the burden of scoring numerous numbers of exams and in same time guarantees the fairness of the scoring process. Automatic Scoring (AS) systems evaluate student’s answer by comparing it to model answer(s). The higher correlation between student and model answers the more efficient is the scoring system. The variety in curriculums forced the AS technology to handle different kinds of students’ responses, such as writing, speaking and mathematics. Writing assessment comes in two forms Automatic Essay Scoring (AES) and Short Answer Grading. Speaking assessment includes low and high entropy spoken responses while mathematical assessments include textual, numeric or graphical responses. Design and implementation of Automatic Scoring system for questions as Multiple Choice, True-False, Matching and Fill in the blank is an easy task. AS systems designed for scoring essay questions is a more difficult and complicated task as student’s answers require text understanding and analysis. This paper is concerned with the automatic scoring for answers for essay questions. This research presents an unsupervised approach that deals with student’s answers holistically and uses text to text similarity measures [1, 2]. The proposed model calculates the automatic score by measuring the text similarity between each word in model answer to all words in the student’s answer which saves the time spent by experts to generate predefined patterns and scoring rules.

Two types of text similarity measures are presented in this research, String-based similarity, and Corpus-based similarity. String-based similarity measures operate on string sequences and character composition. Corpus-based works to identify the degree of semantic similarity between words; it depends on information derived from large corpora [3].

This paper is organized as follows:

• Section II presents related work of the main automatic short answer grading systems.
• Section III introduces the two main categories of used Similarity Algorithms.
• Section IV presents the used Data Set.
• Section V describes the proposed answer grading system.
• Section VI shows experiments’ results.
• Finally, section VII presents conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

This section describes the most famous short answer grading systems implemented for English language: C-rater [4, 5, 6], Oxford-UCLES [7, 8], Automark [9], IndusMarker [10], and Text-to-Text system [1, 2].

C-rater is the system developed by ETS, and is very reputational for high scoring accuracy for short answer responses. The reason behind high accuracy is using deep natural language processing to determine the relatedness of student response to the concepts listed in the rubric for an item. The C-rater engine applies a sequence of natural language processing steps including correcting students’ spelling, determining the grammatical structure of each sentence, resolving pronoun reference, and analyzing paraphrases in the student responses [5, 6]. It has been validated on responses from multiple testing programs with different content areas including science, reading comprehension and history.

Oxford-UCLES is an information extraction short-answer scoring system that was developed at Oxford University. It uses pattern matching to evaluate the student’s answers where patterns are discovered by human experts. First, it applies simple IE techniques as the nearest neighbors classification [7], then the machine learning methods like decision tree learning, Bayesian learning and inductive logic programming [8] are used.

Automark is another system that uses IE techniques to explore the meaning or concept of text. The marking process depends mainly on content analysis in addition to specific
style features. Marking goes through 5 stages, they are discovering mark scheme templates, syntactic preprocessing, sentence analysis, pattern matching, and feedback module [9].

Indus Marker is a system that works on the structure of students' answer. It simply uses question answer markup language (QAML) to represent the required answer structures. The evaluation process starts with spell checking and some basic linguistic analysis, then the system matches the student's answer text structure with the required saved structure to compute the final mark [10].

Text-to-Text system as shown from the name; this system depends mainly on text comparison between student's answer and model answer. It doesn't use any predefined concepts or scoring rules in the evaluation process. In this approach, the evaluation process doesn't pay much attention to the subject materials, the student's answer methodology, the question type, the length of the answer and all such factors. Different semantic similarity measures were compared in [1, 2], including Knowledge-based and Corpus-based algorithms. This research depends on this approach by combining several String-based and Corpus-based similarity methods.

III. TEXT SIMILARITY MEASURES

Two categories of similarity algorithms are introduced: String-based and Corpus-based similarity. This section will handle the two measures in brief.

A. STRING-BASED SIMILARITY

String similarity measures operate on string sequences and character composition. A string metric is a metric that measures similarity or dissimilarity (distance) between two text strings for approximate string matching or comparison. Applying the concept of string metric; 13 algorithms of text similarity using Sim Metrics [11] are implemented. Six of them are character-based while the other seven are term-based distance measures.

1) Character-based distance measures

Damerau-Levenshtein distance is a distance between two strings, given by counting the minimum number of operations needed to transform one string into the other, where an operation is defined as an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character, or a transposition of two adjacent characters [12,13].

Jaro algorithm is based on the number and order of the common characters between two strings; it takes into account typical spelling deviations and mainly used in the area of record linkage. [14, 15].

Jaro-Winkler distance is an extension of Jaro distance; it uses a prefix scale which gives more favorable ratings to strings that match from the beginning for a set prefix length [16].

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm is an example of dynamic programming, and was the first application of dynamic programming to biological sequence comparison. It performs a global to find the best alignment over the entire of two sequences. It is Suitable when the two sequences are of similar length, with a significant degree of similarity throughout [17].

Smith-Waterman algorithm is an example of dynamic programming; it performs a local alignment to find the best alignment over the conserved domain of two sequences. It is useful for dissimilar sequences that are suspected to contain regions of similarity or similar sequence motifs within their larger sequence context [18].

N-gram is a sub-sequence of n items from a given sequence of text; N-gram similarity algorithms compare the n-grams from each character or word in two strings. Distance is computed by dividing the number of similar n-grams by maximal number of n-grams [19].

2) Term-based distance measures

Block Distance is also known as Manhattan distance, block distance, absolute value distance, L1 distance, city block distance and Manhattan distance, it computes the distance that would be traveled to get from one data point to the other if a grid-like path is followed. The Block distance between two items is the sum of the differences of their corresponding components [20].

Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors of an inner product space that measures the cosine of the angle between them.

Dice’s coefficient is defined as twice the number of common terms in the compared strings divided by the total number of terms in both strings [21].

Euclidean distance or L2 distance is the square root of the sum of squared differences between corresponding elements of the two vectors.

Jaccard similarity is computed as the number of shared terms over the number of all unique terms in both strings [22].

Matching Coefficient is a very simple vector based approach which simply counts the number of similar terms, (dimensions), on which both vectors are non-zero.

Overlap coefficient is similar to the Dice's coefficient, but considers two strings a full match if one is a subset of the other.

B. CORPUS-BASED SIMILARITY

Corpus-Based similarity is a semantic similarity measure that determines the similarity between words according to information gained from large corpora.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [23] is the most popular technique of Corpus-Based Similarity, LSA assumes that words that are close in meaning will occur in similar pieces of text. A matrix containing word counts per paragraph (rows represent unique words and columns represent each paragraph) is constructed from a large piece of text and a mathematical technique which called singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to reduce the number of columns while preserving the similarity structure among rows. Words are then compared by taking the cosine of the angle between the two vectors formed by any two rows.
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [24] is a measure used to compute the semantic relatedness between two arbitrary texts. The Wikipedia-Based technique represents terms (or texts) as high-dimensional vectors, each vector entry presenting the TF-IDF weight between the term and one Wikipedia article. The semantic relatedness between two terms (or texts) is expressed by the cosine measure between the corresponding vectors.

Pointwise Mutual Information - Information Retrieval (PMI-IR) [25] is a method for computing the similarity between pairs of words, it uses AltaVista's Advanced Search query syntax to calculate probabilities. The more often two words co-occur near each other on a web page, the higher is their PMI-IR similarity score.

Extracting DISC0 tributionally similar words using CO-occurrences (DISCO) [26, 27]Distributional similarity between words assumes that words with similar meaning occur in similar context. Large text collections are statistically analyzed to get the distributional similarity. DISCO is a method that computes distributional similarity between words by using a simple context window of size ±3 words for counting co-occurrences. When two words are subjected for exact similarity DISCO simply retrieves their word vectors from the indexed data, and computes the similarity according to Lin measure [28]. If the most distributionally similar word is required; DISCO returns the second order word vector for the given word.

DISCO has two main similarity measures DISCO1 and DISCO2:

- DISCO1: Computes the first order similarity between two input words based on their collocation sets.
- DISCO2: Computes the second order similarity between two input words based on their sets of distributionally similar words.

This research, handled the corpus-based approach via DISCO using the two main similarity measures DISCO1 and DISCO2.

IV. THE DATA SET

Texas' short answer grading data set is used [2]. It consists of ten assignments between four and seven questions each and two exams with ten questions each. These assignments/exams were assigned to an introductory computer science class at the University of North Texas. The assignments were administered as part of a Data Structures course at the University of North Texas. For each assignment, the student answers were collected via an online learning environment.

The data set as a whole contains 80 questions and 2273 student answers. The answers were scored by two human judges, using marks between 0 (completely incorrect) and 5 (perfect answer). Data set creators treated the average grade of the two evaluators as the gold standard to examine the automatic scoring task.

\[
\text{http://www.linguatools.de/disco/disco_en.html}
\]

\[
\text{http://lit.csci.unt.edu/index.php?P=research/downloads}
\]
The Second stage is measuring the similarity using DISCSO1 and DISCO2 corpus-based similarity. In this stage three tasks are performed; Removing the stop words, Getting distinct words and Constructing the similarity matrix. The similarity matrix represents the similarity between each distinct word in the model answer and each distinct word in the student’s answer. Each row represents one word in the model answer, and each column represents one word in the student’s answer. The last two columns represent the maximum and the average similarity of each word in the model answer.

After constructing the similarity matrix, the final overall similarity is computed with two methods - Max Overall Similarity and Average Overall Similarity - by computing the average of the last two columns (Max, Average). The final overall similarity refers to the student’s mark. For more clarification consider the following walkthrough example to measure the similarity between the following Model and student answer:

- Model Answer: "To store a class interface including data members and member function prototypes."
- Student Answer: "Header files have reusable source code in a file that a programmer can use."

First step is removing the stop words from the two strings ("To, a, and" in model answer and "have, in, a, that, can, use" in student answer).

Second step is getting the distinct words from the two strings; two words are considered equal if they have the same stem ("members, member" in model answer and "files, file in student answer").

Third step is constructing the similarity matrix. Table IV represents the similarity matrix using DISCO2 with Wikipedia data packets.

The Third stage is combining the similarity values obtained from both string-based and corpus-based measures. Many researches adopted the idea of mixing the results from different measures to enhance the overall similarity [30, 31, 32, and 33]. The steps of the proposed combining task are illustrated in the next section.

VI. EXPERIMENTS' RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pearson's correlation coefficient measure was used to specify the correlation between automatic score and average human grades.

A. Experiments Results using String-Based Similarity

As mentioned above; 13 string-based algorithms were tested with four different methods Raw, Stop, Stem and Stop Stem. Table IV represents the correlation results between model and student answer using both Character-based and Term-based measures.

In character-based distance measures; N-gram similarity got the best correlation value 0.435 applied to the raw text by mixing the results obtained from both bi-gram and tri-gram similarity measures.
Matching Coefficient | 0.305 | 0.339 | 0.294 | 0.264
Overlap coefficient | 0.374 | 0.368 | 0.336 | 0.286

In Term-based distance measures; Block Distance got the best correlation value 0.382 applied to the text after removing the stop words from both model and student answers.

Stop word removing task enhanced the correlation results especially in Term-based measures. Stemming process didn't enhance the results for all cases.

B. Experiments Results using Corpus-Based Similarity

Disco measures are applied by using two data packets - Wikipedia and British National Corpus (BNC); features of both are presented in table V.

Table V. Disco Data Packets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Name</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
<th>BNC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Packet Size</td>
<td>5.9 Gigabyte</td>
<td>1.7 Gigabyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Tokens</td>
<td>267 million</td>
<td>119 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of queriable words</td>
<td>220,000</td>
<td>122,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI represents the correlation results between all the model and student answer using Disco1 and Disco2 measures. As mentioned in section V, MAX and AVG refer to Max Overall Similarity and Average Overall Similarity respectively.

Table VI. Disco Data Packets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet Name</th>
<th>Wikipedia</th>
<th>BNC</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disco1</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disco2</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Corpus-based measures; Disco1 similarity got the best correlation value 0.475 using Wikipedia data packet and Max overall similarity method. Similarity measures using Wikipedia packet got higher correlation than BNC due to the role of the corpus size and other features shown in table V. Using Max overall similarity method clearly enhanced the correlation results in all cases in corpus-based measures.

C. Experiments Results via Combining String-Based and Corpus-Based similarity

As previously mentioned, many researches adopt the idea of mixing results from different measures to enhance the overall similarity. The proposed system combined the best algorithm for each category. The three selected measures are:

- N-gram represents character-based string similarity and is applied to raw text.
- Block Distance represents term-based string similarity and is applied to text after removing stop words.
- Disco1 using Max overall similarity which represents corpus-based similarity.

Similarity values resulting from the three measures are compared, the max and average similarity value for each student’s answer are selected, and then the correlation between all students and model answers is recomputed.

The four possible combinations are represented in table VII. These cases emphasize the idea of mixing String-Based Similarity measures with the Corpus-based similarity measures to get the advantages of both. The correlation results are enhanced from the best value achieved from applying all the measures separately 0.465 to 0.504 resulting from combining N-gram and Disco1 measures.

Table VII. Correlation Results based on combining method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N-gram</th>
<th>Block Distance</th>
<th>Disco1</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td>0.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>0.443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Discussion

As previously mentioned in section II; the most related research to this work was introduced in [1, 2]. The discussion here is a comparison between results from the previously related researches and results from the proposed research. Care is given to researches that deal with text as bag of words (BOW) in unsupervised way, where neither complex NLP tasks nor machine learning algorithms were applied. The dataset experimented in [1] contained 21 questions and 610 answers. LSA (BNC), LSA (Wikipedia), ESA (Wikipedia) and tf*idf were experimented. The results were 0.407, 0.428, 0.468 and 0.364 respectively. The dataset experimented in [2] was Texas dataset previously introduced in section IV. LSA, ESA and tf*idf were experimented and results were 0.328, 0.395 and 0.281 respectively.

Compared to previous results the proposed system achieved better results in most experimented cases. String-based similarity measures enhanced the correlation results if compared to simple tf*idf method. Also Disco similarity measures achieved better results than the most known Corpus-based methods LSA and ESA.

Combining String-based and Corpus-based similarity in unsupervised way raised the correlation results to 0.504. This value is the best correlation result achieved compared to other previous work and is very promising as these measures don't need any complex supervised learning task or NLP tasks such as Part of Speech and Syntax parsing. Also this value is very near to correlation values obtained from learning using different supervised machine learning algorithms and graph alignment in [2].

VII. Conclusion

In this research, short answer grading task is handled from an unsupervised approach which is bag of words. This approach is easy to implement as it neither requires complex NLP tasks nor supervised learning algorithms. The used data set contains 81 questions and 2273 student answers.
The proposed model goes through three stages: The First stage is measuring the similarity between model answer and student answer using 13 String-Based algorithms. Six of them were Character-based and the other seven were Term-based measures. The best correlation values achieved using Character-based and term-based were 0.435 and 0.382 using N-gram and Block distance respectively. The Second stage was measuring the similarity using DISCO1 and DISCO2 Corpus-based similarity. Disco1 achieved 0.465 correlation value using the max overall similarity.

The Third stage was measuring the similarity by combining String-based and Corpus-based measures. The best correlation value 0.504 was obtained from mixing N-gram with Disco1 similarity values. Proposed model achieved great results compared to previous works. The near future work focus on applying short answer grading to other language like Arabic. A very encouraging factor is the ability of Disco package to work with nine languages. A main obstacle for this task is the unavailability of short answer grading data sets in other language than English language.
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